For TE P(R'), we write ( T( = (PT) '12. In this paper, when we consider a semi-hyponormal operator T, we &ways assume that the operator U in the polar decomposition T = U 1 TI is unitary, for the sake of simplicity. Let E be a bounded closed set in the real line R 1, and M(E) be the class of all stricly monotone increasing continuous function on E. Clearly every function 4 E M(E) can be continued to be a topological mapping from R, onto itself, and we shall make such continuation when necessary. If Ei, j = 1, 2, are two bounded closed sets in R 1 and #j E M(Ej), then we define the mapping h,,m2: xl + ix2 -+ 41W + iQ2(x2h for xjE Ej, j= 1, 2, from E, x E, = (x, + ix, 1 xi E Ej} to #,(E,) X #,(E,) in the complex plane as well as the mapping in P(aP), rm,,m2: XI + ix2 + h(Xl) + i42(X2), for all self-adjoint Xj E P(R), j = 1, 2, with a(Xj) c Ej, where a(A) is the spectrum of A.
If X E 9(R), we write X, = (X+X*)/2 and X2 = (X -X*)/2i. Let o,(A) and o,(A) be the approximate point spectrum and the residue spectrum of an operator A, respectively. Let oja(,4) be the joint approximate point spectrum of an operator A = A i + iA *, i.e., the set of all such complex numbers X, + ix, for which there exists a sequence of unit vectors {f,} CR 
true for every hyponormal operators X = X, + ix, E Y(R) with u(Xj) c Ej.
We denote by C, = {z ( ]z ] = 1 } the unit circle in the complex plane. If E is a closed subset in C,, let M,(E) be the class of all orientation preserving topological mappings 4: E + 4(E) c C,. We write C, = [0, co). If E is a bounded closed subset in C,, then M,(E) = (0 1 Q E M(E), Q > 0 and 4(O) = 01.
If Ej c Cj, j = 1,2, are bounded closed sets and 4, E M,(E,), we define the mapping ~m,,m,(e'eP) = dde'%@>, eieEE,, PEE,, which will be extended to a topological mapping from the complex plane onto itself. If X= U IX] is the polar decomposition of an operator XE P(R), U is unitary, u(u) c E, and u(]X]) c E,, then we define The author and Li have considered these two problems in some simpler cases in the previous papers [5, 61 (cf. Section 2). For the convenience of the reader we shall give a brief account of the related results and preliminaries of the theory of hyponormal or semi-hyponormal operators in Section 2. By means of (3), we shall also consider the generalization of Putnam's inequality in Section 5. ..a be a sequence of subsets in 8,. We define the projectionvalued function P( . ) on E by P(x)% = 3") for xEF,-FF,-,, and P(x) = Z for x E A4 -U ,"= 0 F,, . Let
be a subspace of L*(R, a), let a( . ) and /?( . ) be strongly measurable and uniformly bounded P(B)-valued functions on Q which satisfy the conditions aP= Pa=a, BP= P/3=& P* =P, a > 0, and let a(x) = 0 for x E F. Then we construct the operator T in fl as follows:
if E c C,, and
if EcR,. The proof of this theorem, in the semi-hyponormal case can be found in [ 131 and in the hyponormal case in [3, 7, 11, 12) . But the hyponormal case can be reduced to the semi-hyponormal case by the transform
Let B(E) be the set of all bounded complex Baire functions 4 on E, and let K, be the bounded operator
The operator K, is obviously self-adjoint and for E c C, and for real (7) for E c R,. Let B+(E) = (4 / 4 E B(E), m(K,) > O}.
The following lemmas will be used in Sections 3 and 4.
is semi-hyponormal, U is unitary and 4 E B(u(U)) then I TI -C-4 I TI 4(U)* > WQ(lT/ -U I TI U*). The first inequality of (10) can be proved similarly and the second can be proved by considering the hyponormal operator -iT= T, t i(-T,).
If E c R, and d E M(E), we define
XjEE.x~#xz Xl -x2
and
THEOREM 2 [5] . Let X=X, t ix, be hyponormal.
(1) If #j E M(o(Xj)), j= 1,2, and 5ml,m2(X) is hyponormal, then
(1) - (4) The following lemma is essentially given in [5] , but we include a proof. 
(12) (13) z E u,(T(O)) n R (14) we have to prove that the set E, = (t 1 t E [O, 11, tS(z) E a,(T(s)) for 0 < s < t} is (0, 11. It is obvious that E, = [0, t,) or [0, t,] for certain to E [0, 11. If E, = 10, to), then tl,(z) & u,(T(t,)). But z @ a,(T(O)) n R, because of (14) . Then according to (11) . Hence r!&z) & a,(T(t,)). Thus rto(z) E p(T(t,)), where p(A) is the resolvent set of A. By the continuity of r, and T(t), there is a positive number 6 such that r,(z) E PG'P)) for lt--ft,l < 6.
Hence rt(z) 6$ u,(T(t)) for 1 t -t,,] < 6. Thus (to -6, t,) n E, = 0, contrary to E, = [O, to). So we must have E, = [0, t,]. We have to prove to = 1. Since rl, E u,(T(t,)), there is a number E > 0 such that Il(Vo> -~t,Wbll > E II.4 for xEX. 
If the range of the operator r(t) -r,(z)1 is the whole space R, then (T(t) -r,(z)l)-' E P(Z) and IIm -S,W-* 11 G 3/z&. From (18) and the first inequality of (16), we have rtO(z) E p(T(t,)), contrary to t, E E,. Hence the range of T(t) -t,(z)1 must be a proper subspace of Z. But from (17), we have
5(z) E WW)~ for t E [to, t, + S).
Then [t,, t, + 6) c E, . This is also a contradiction. Thus we must have E, = [0, 11, i.e., ~,MW)) n RI = W'(s)) n 4 for s E [O, 11.
If instead of Z(t) and r,, we consider the functions T(s(1 -t)) and Ts(I-f)~s -', respectively, for t E [0, 11, where s is a fixed number in [0, 11, then we have W(s)) n R = ~,h(W)) nR>, for s E [0, 11.
From (19) and (20), we obtain (12). And (13) is a direct consequence of (11) and (12) . 
(23)
Proof We shall consider case (i) only. By Lemma 2, it suffices to prove (11) . By (21) and (22), (11) 
Similarly, we can prove that u,,@(t)) c r,(u#')). Thus (25) holds and then (ll)- (13) hold.
3
First we consider the case of hyponormal operators. Let E be a bounded closed set in R,, 2$(E) = {$ I@ E M(E), m, > 0). For every 0 E .9$(E), we define N(4) = inf I minKA fiW,,-,))I 7
REB+(E)hM(E) m 0% ~1
where g-' is the inverse mapping of g. We take kj such that Olr, + &J/2 = @or P,2Y2- 
From (36), (38) and (39) and $2 E 4ME = Im(LW WlXl)l or a(lXl) when o(U) # Cl) then (1) and (4) hold.
Zf furthermore there is a family bl, E M,(a(U), t E [0, 11, such that #Jz) is a continuous function oft for every fixed z E C, and #,, satisfies (50) 
We can prove that (52) is equivalent to By virtue of (53), (51) implies (54) and hence (50) also.
(ii) We have to prove that WV7 -WI4 hw)*Mf) 2 0 From (62) and (63) we can prove rml,m,@eie) E u~,~(z~,,~,(X)). Thus (I) and (4) hold.
The proof of the remaining part of Theorem 7 can be performed by a method similar to that used in Theorem 4.
Theorem 7 is a generalization of Theorem 3, case (3).
EXAMPLE.
Let a,, j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, and bj, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be the points in the unit circle. It is well known that if X=X, + ix, E Y(Z) is self-adjoin& then Putnam's inequality [8, 9] dx, dx,
holds.
Thus if ( In the previous papers the author [ 131 and Li [4, 6] obtained an inequality of Putnam's type for the semi-hyponormal operators. THEOREM 8. If X = U 1x1 is semi-hyponormal, then lll+wv*ll~~~j dp de.
.ehdX)
Similarly, we can obtain a generalization of (66) as follows. 
